
Julie Bee

Julie Bee is an award-winning entrepreneur, 
 compassionate and empathetic leader, and engaging
storyteller. Julie has spoken for 14+ years on topics
including leadership, management, employee
engagement and morale, workplace culture, small
business ownership, and entrepreneurship. Julie's
leadership insights have been featured on
FastCompany, Forbes, Thrive Global and many more.
Her forthcoming book with Matt Holt Books, The
Business Owner’s Guide to Burnout is scheduled to
hit bookshelves in early 2024. Matt Holt Books is an
imprint of BenBella Books, publishers of Traction.

Speaker, Author, Consultant,
Facilitator & Podcast Host

7 Leadership Flaws and How to
Overcome Them

The 4 P's of Working On Your
Business

How Leaders Develop Other
Leaders

Leveraging Burnout

SIGNATURE TOPICS

How to Elevate Yourself from
Manager to Leader

Helping business owners
 work through their

Very Important Problems
to uncover

Very Important Possibilities. 

 

www.TheJulieBee.com



To book Julie, get in touch to schedule a
planning consultation!

Eileen@thejuliebee.com

"Julie is a natural speaker; we always get great
reviews from the audience any time she speaks.
The audience feels connected to her almost
immediately, and they walk away motivated to
take action on what they learned."

Mary Brown
Central Piedmont Community College
Small Business Center

704-312-2005

Julie’s Why:
“To elevate every business owner beyond practitioner to help them become a

leader of leaders, so that they can fulfill their vision in a values-aligned manner.”
 

www.TheJulieBee.com

“Our students enjoy learning from Julie any time
we have her speak, whether it is to lead a
workshop or be part of a panel discussion. Julie
quickly builds rapport with the audience,
engages them with easy-to-digest stories and
insights, and leaves them wanting more time with
her. Her unique presentation style and authentic
delivery make an impact, and she has a knack for
leaving the audience inspired to take action. We
will have Julie back for future speaking
opportunities.”

Manassah Bradley
Senior Program Manager
Goldman Sachs 10,000 Small Businesses

“Julie is an extremely talented speaker with
knowledge in a multitude of vital topics. She is
incredibly engaging while providing relatable
information with actions you can implement right
away. The hour presentation went by too fast and
I highly recommend her as a great speaker.”

Holly Bazemore
Engagement Manager
NC Association of CPAs

“Julie spoke to Business Sorority, a group of
women professionals and business owners, about
leadership and the difference between “leading”
and “managing”. This was such an insightful
distinction! And what really set Julie apart from
other speakers were her specific actions and real
world examples showing HOW to lead vs. manage.
Our participants walked away with tangible pieces
of advice they could implement right away in their
own businesses. Julie’s no-nonsense, personal
speaking style made her one of the best speakers I
have booked for Business Sorority over the years.
She was amazing!”

LeeAnn Shattuck
Program Director
Business Sorority


